
A partnership between 
Northern Lights YMCA

and True North Outpost

TRUE NORTH OUTPOST
W5768 Old Piers Gorge Rd.        

Norway, MI
906.239.4971

truenorthoutpost.com

NORTHERN LIGHTS
YMCA DICKINSON

800 Crystal Lake Blvd.
Iron Mountain, MI

906.774.4076
nlymca.com/dickinson

Are you looking to challenge your 
body in a safe and exciting way? True 
North Outpost has an indoor rock 
climbing wall that is sure to push you 
to reach for the top! With climbing 
for everyone from the first timer and 
children to the more seasoned veteran 
climbers, Base Camp Climbing Gym at 
True North Outpost is unlike anything 
else you will find in the U.P.

True North Outpost and Northern 
Lights YMCA have partnered to offer 
affordable climbing packages for 
children through adults, beginner 
to intermediate - whether you are a 
YMCA member or not. This special 
limited time offer is available on the 
following three dates:

LEARN TO

CLIMB

Sunday, October 6

Sunday, November 3

Sunday, December 1

Registration:

True North Outpost
(906) 239-4971 



AVAILABLE CLASSES
CHILDREN’S CLASS
AGES: 8-12 COST: $45 per person (climbing shoes and chalk bags included)        TIME: 1-2 pm
The children’s class includes Climbing 101; what is climbing and why its fun; climbing grading 
system; climbing gear; climbing holds; equipment explanation;   understanding our bodies and how 
to listen to them; stretching and warm up;  basic movement; footwork; technique;  strength training 
as it applies to climbing;  problem solving; and climbing games. Boulder problem difficulty VB - V3.

YOUNG ADULT CLASS
AGES: 13-17 COST: $45 per person (climbing shoes and chalk bags included) TIME: 2:30-3:30 pm
The young adult class includes Climbing 101; what is climbing and why its fun; climbing grading 
system; climbing gear; climbing holds; equipment explanation;   understanding our bodies and how 
to listen to them; stretching and warm up;  basic movement; footwork; technique;  strength training 
as it applies to climbing;  problem solving; and climbing games. Boulder problem difficulty VB - V3. 

ADULT CLASS (Basic or Intermediate)
AGES: 18+ COST: $75 per person (climbing shoes and chalk bags included.        TIME: 4-6 pm
Basic class includes Climbing 101, what is climbing, climbing grading system, climbing gear, climbing 
holds and equipment explanation. Develop an understanding of our bodies and how to listen to 
them. Also includes, stretching and warm up, basic movement, footwork, technique, strength 
training as it applies to climbing, problem solving and climbing games. Boulder problem difficulty 
VB-V3. Basic classes intended for new climbers, first timers or those of below average or average 
physical fitness. 
 
Intermediate class includes Climbing 102, intermediate to advanced technique, stretching and 
warm up, footwork, more advanced movement and problem solving, intermediate strength training, 
intermediate in-depth problem solving, climbing games. Boulder problem difficulty V2-V6. 
Intermediate class intended for fairly frequent to frequent climbers, those of average or above 
average physical fitness or those that have taken a basic class and want a new challenge. 

LEARN TO

CLIMB

THREE DATES AVAILABLE:
Sunday, October 6

Sunday, November 3

Sunday, December 1


